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ERICA HSUONG WOJCIK

ACROSS
1 “___, bye” (Beyoncé breakup song lyric)
4 Guide in a treasure hunt
7 5K or triathlon
11 Just OK
12 Clung, as to tradition
14 Unit of land
15 “____ by with a little help from my friends”
16 Really love
17 “See ya later!” in a text
18 Absolutely no communication
21 Dorito dust ingredient (abbrev.)
22 Painter’s deg., perhaps
23 Acknowledges silently
27 Neo’s portrayer in “The Matrix”
29 Give it another go
31 Most drab
33 Service charge, for example
34 Heavenly hoop
36 Heavenly hoop
39 ___ carte (separately priced)
40 Planned break from a diet
44 Public meeting place
46 “Go me!”
49 Member of the Class of 2023, come fall
50 Director DuVernay
51 End-of-summer sign?
53 Headed to Skidmore, for example, or a hint to the starts of 18-, 29-, and 44-Across
57 Undecorated
60 Word after ant or man
61 Slowly make your way
62 [Sigh]
63 Eves' opposite
64 Cover-ups, essentially
65 Grated citrus peel
66 Matching group
67 Sketch show feat. Bowen Yang

DOWN
1 Tall order
2 Antsy
3 Big name in coolers
4 ____ Studies
5 Notably missing
6 French for father
7 Like “The Lion King” but not “Frozen,” oddly
8 Do something
9 Let the tears flow
10 Unagi

11 Dense, like a mattress or tofu
12 Enjoys oneself
13 IHOP competitor
19 Prefix with “present”
20 It keeps you warm in winter
21 Neck and neck
28 Fuss
29 Spotify competitor
30 Take a beat
32 ___ Garcia Bernal (actor/producer)
34 Fezzes or fedoras
35 Natural sunburn soother
36 Manicured green space
38 Letters on a party invite
40 When doubled, a train's sound
41 Neighborhood at 125th street in New York City
42 Shipwreck explorers
43 Kuwaiti or Omani, perhaps
44 Most friendly
45 Against all ____
46 Place for a puppy
47 Give the facts
48 Natural sunburn soother
49 Molly ____, cookbook author and Skidmore alum
50 Word after free or change
51 Druther’s Brewing Company offering
52 Dorm supervisors
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